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Abstract
The misalignment between the journal and the bearing may be due 
to bending of shaft, manufacturing error, elastic deflection, thermal 
expansion etc.  The hydrodynamic oil film present between journal 
and bearing acts as springs and dampers. Total sixteen springs 
and damping coefficients can be defined. Out of which first eight 
coefficients are the direct coefficients and other eight coefficients 
are rotational coefficients. These sixteen coefficients are plotted 
with respect to eccentricity ratio and results are compared.
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Introduction
The hydrodynamic oil film present between journal and bearing 
acts as springs and dampers. Total sixteen springs and damping 
coefficients can be defined. Out of which first eight coefficients 
are the direct coefficients and other eight coefficients are rotational 
coefficients. Rotational coefficients exist due to inclination of 
journal inside the bearing. Sixteen coefficients contain four 
direct spring, four direct damping, four rotational spring and 
four rotational damping coefficients.  Some researchers have 
observed serious effect of even small degree of misalignment on 
the bearing performance. Cowlin [1] lists misalignment as one 
of the principal cause for deviation of bearing performance from 
that predicted by hydrodynamic theory. Pigott [2] has observed 
that a misalignment or deflection of as small as 0.002 inch in 12 
inch length can reduce the safe load carrying capacity by 40%. 
Buske and rolli [3] have observed the variation in film pressure 
in a bearing is the most sensitive indication of misalignment. In a 
test bearing 1.75 inch long they could produce a non symmetrical 
pressure pattern by tilting one edge of the bearing by only 0.00025 
inch. Some experimental data have been reported by Du Bois 
[4] against skew represented by percentage of axial and twisting 
misalignment couples. 
Buske [5] shows that the hydrodynamic pressure pattern in a 
bearing is very sensitive to misalignment. The pressure distribution 
for a 360o journal bearing with inclined shaft has been computed 
by Walter and Sassenfeld [6]. The desired pressure was determined 
by the method of consecutive approximation with transformation 
of the fundamental differential equation in the finite difference.  
Khrisanova [7] has presented an experimental and analytical 
investigation of the influence of skewed axis of journal and 
bearing on the load carrying capacity. He has treated the problem 
analytically by the finite difference method.
Capiz [8] has analyzed the Reynolds equation for short misaligned 
journal bearing in terms of Euler angles for dynamic loading. 
Kikuchi [9] has analyzed the unbalanced vibrations of rotating 
shaft system with many bearings and discs with the help of transfer 
matrix method. D. V. Singh et.al [10] presented more general form 
of solution of Reynolds equation for misaligned finite journal 
bearing with static loading using Galerkin’s method which is not 
restricted to an 180o extent of film. Mukherjee [11] has presented 
an analytical solution of Reynolds equation for a finite bearing with 

an inclined journal. The tilted stiffness and bearing coefficients 
were obtained by analyzing the component of couples exerted by 
the fluid on the journal for small tilt rates. Expression for pressure 
distribution was obtained by solving Reynolds equation using a 
perturbation technique together with Fedor – type assumption.     
Pincus [12] reported a solution of the Reynolds equation for grooved 
finite misaligned journal bearing using appropriate boundary 
conditions at the commencement and end of the hydrodynamic 
film. The objective of the work was to find the effect of varying 
intensity and direction of misalignment relative to the bearing 
boundaries and finding the difference in performance resulting 
from a variation in the bearing (L/D) ratio and grooving geometry. 
Arumugam [13] identified eight linearized stiffness and damping 
coefficients of the cylindrical and three lobe bearings at different 
levels of bearing misalignment and at different speeds of the 
rotor. The identification method used here needs FRF (Frequency 
Response Functions) obtained by the measurements and the finite 
element method. The twisting misalignment changes the stiffness 
and damping coefficients in the vertical and horizontal directions. 
In the case of three lobe bearings, for 0.7 degree of misalignment, 
the stiffness in the vertical direction is increased by about 12 
percent. Theotokis [14] Solved Reynolds’ equation for a partial 
journal bearing with both translational and tilting motions by 
means of the finite-difference technique. A set of sixteen spring 
and sixteen dumping coefficients is used to develop a “point 
matrix” for a bearing of finite dimensions with misalignment, in 
a form compatible with the existing transfer matrix methods. It was 
found that misalignment has an effect on the spring and damping 
coefficients at a low Sommerfeld number (i.e., high load of the 
bearing). Bhatt [15] solved Reynolds equation for misaligned 
finite circular bearing and calculated the pressure distribution, 
load carrying capacity etc.

II. Objective of the Work
The objective of this work is to extend the work Bhatt [15] to 
found the eight rotational spring coefficients and eight rotational 
damper coefficients (Fig. 1). The work can be further extended 
to analyze the stability of the journal.

Fig. 1: Oil Springs and Dampers
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A. Analysis
The numerical values of load capacity, attitude angle, and sixteen 
spring and damping coefficients has been determined.  
Film forces in horizontal direction FX  and vertical direction FY 
are then given by following equation (from Fig. 2)
FX = FTcosφ - FRsinφ    (1)
FY= -FTsinφ - FRcosφ                                      (2)
Moments of the oil film forces: 
Non-dimensional moments of oil film forces Mє and MY around 
X-axis and Y- axis respectively are evaluated as follows                

   (3)

    (4)

    (5)

   (6)

  (7)

   (8)      
                                    
Where  

  (9)

Moments of oil film in horizontal and vertical directions are given 
by

    (10)

    (11)         

B. Direct and Rotational Spring and Damping 
Coefficient
Kikuchi [9] proposed that oil film supporting a journal in bearing  
is considered  to analogous of four direct springs and four rotational 
springs, four direct dampers and four rotational dampers. 

C. Direct Spring and Damping Coefficient
The direct spring coefficients are defined as

     (12)

     (13)

     (14)

     (15)

The direct damping coefficients are defined as

     (16)

     (17)

     (18)

     (19)

First suffix denotes the direction of force and other direction of 
deflection.
Connecting rectangular co-ordinate with polar conversion (Figure 
2) gives the following relations.

Fig. 2: Rectangular Co-ordinate With Polar Conversion

     (20)
     (21)
     (22)
                                                        (23)

Differentiating equation (22) partially with respect to X and Y 
respectively, we get

     (24)

     (25)

Differentiating equation (23) partially with respect to X and Y 
respectively, we get

     (26)

     (27)               
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Differentiating equations (24), (25), (26) and (27) partially with 
respect to t we get

     (28)  
                                                                                  

     (29)                                                                                              

     (30)                       

     (31) 
                     

D. Rotational Spring and Damping Coefficients
If MX and MY are moments due to oil film forces in X and Y 
directions respectively then dMX and dMY will be as follows

dMX= KXδ dδ + KXσ dσ + CXδ dδ + CXσ dσ  (32)                                           
dMY=KYδdδ+KYσdσ+CYδdδ+CYσdσ   (33)
These can also be written as

 (34) 
           

 (35)

Comparing equation (32) with (34)  and equation  (33) with (35) 
we get 

     (36)

     (37)

     (38)

     (39)

     (40)

     (41)

     (42)

     (43)

III. Results and Discussion
The values of non- dimensional direct spring and damping 
coefficients for misaligned finite circular journal bearing are 
compared with Kikuchi [9] for misaligned short circular bearing 
in figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
Values of KXX for short bearing remain constant with ϵ [9] but, KXX 
for finite bearing decreases with ϵ. KXY is negative for both the 

bearings. For short bearing KXY increase with ϵ [9]. But for finite 
bearing it first increases and then decreases (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Direct Spring Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio

Values of KYX for both the bearings decreases with ϵ first but KYX 
for short bearing increases at high ϵ [9] and KYX for finite bearing 
continuously decrease with ϵ and finally become negative. KYY for 
finite bearing remain constant and then decreases at higher ϵ. KYY 
for short bearing continuously increases with ϵ. (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Direct Spring Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio
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CXX for both the bears decreases with ϵ. CXY for short bearing remain 
constant with ϵ [9], but CXY for finite bearing first remain constant 
with ϵ but it decreases rapidly at higher ϵ. (Fig. 5)

Fig. 5: Direct Damping Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio

CYX for short bearing remain constant with ϵ [9]. CYX for finite 
bearing remain constant at lower ϵ, but at higher ϵ it decreases 
rapidly. CYY for short bearing first decreases but it increases at 
higher ϵ. CYY for finite bearing decreases with ϵ. (Fig. 6)

Fig. 6: Direct Damping Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio

Rotational spring and damping coefficient are compared with 
Mukherjee [11] in figures (7), (8), (9) and (10).
Values of KXδ obtained by Mukherjee [11] decreases with ϵ.   
whereas KXδ for present work first decreases and then increases 
up to ϵ  = 0.7 then it decreases. Values of KXσ [11] increase with 
ϵ whereas KXσ for present work first decreases slightly and then 
increases with ϵ. (Fig. 7)

Fig. 7: Rotational Spring Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio

KYδ for short bearing [11], slightly decreases with ϵ, but it increases 
at higher ϵ . Whereas   Kyδ for finite bearing first decreases and then 
increases up to ϵ  = 0.7 then it decreases. Kyσ [11] first decreases and 
then increases with ϵ. Kyσ for finite bearing consciously increases 
with ϵ (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: Rotational Spring Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio
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CXδ and CXσ increases with ϵ [11]. CXδ and CXσ for present work 
first decreases and then increases with ϵ. (Fig. 9)

Fig. 9: Rotational Damping Coefficients V/S Eccentricity Ratio

CYδ Decreases with ϵ and increases slightly at higher ϵ [11].  CYδ 
For present work increases with ϵ. CYσ increases with ϵ [11].  CYσ   
for present work first decreases with ϵ, but it increases at higherϵ. 
(Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: Rotational Damping Coefficients V/S Eccentricity 
Ratio

IV. Conclusion
As discussed above the results of present work does not match 
with Mukherjee [11]. Since Mukherjee has not mentioned the 
numerical values of the constants and skew angles and he has 
not taken the boundary conditions for deviation boundary in the 
beginning and end of the positive pressure zone. Krisanova [7] and 
Singh et.al [10] mentioned that in circumferential direction due to 
presence of skew, the boundaries at beginning and at the end of 
the positive pressure zone will deviate from the line X’ = 0 and X’ 
= θ respectively by an angle γ.  In the present work the numerical 
values of constants and skew angles are clearly mentioned and also 
the boundary condition for deviation of boundaries at beginning 
and at the end of positive pressure zone is taken in to accounts , 
so the present work is more logical.
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Nomenclature: 
Anmij  Constants for Various m, n, i, and j

anm Coefficients of  series solution

B L/D

Bij Constants for various I and j 

c Radial clearance

C c/R

CXX, CYX
CXY, CYY

Direct damping coefficients

CXδ, CXσ  CYδ , CYσ Rotational damping coefficients

D Journal diameter

e Eccentricity

FR Radial force of fluid film 

FT Tangential force of fluid film

FX Horizontal component of the force

FY Vertical component of the force

h Film thickness

H h/c

i , j Dummy indices for n and m respectively

K tan (γ)

KXX, KYX
KXY, KYY

Direct spring constants

KXδ , KXσ
KYδ , KYσ

Rotational spring constants

L(P) Error function

Mϵ,  My
MX,  MY

Oil film moments around є, y, X, Y direction respectively

m, n Indices            

OB Bearing center

O Journal center at middle section

O’ Center of journal section at distance Z from middle section

P 2πp/[ μ(R/c)2(ω - 2, Nondimentional pressure 

p Dimensional fluid film pressure

R Journal radius

S Summerfield number

t Time 

U Journal velocity

u, v Coordinate of O

u’, v’ Coordinates of O’

ω Rotational velocity of journal

X’  x/R, Circumferential direction

x Direction joining journal center and O

X Horizontal direction
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Y Vertical direction

z Axial direction

Z z/R

φ' Angle as shown in Fig. 1

φ Attitude angle

є e/c

σ Rotation about x- axis in counter clock wise direction

δ Rotation about y- axis in counter clock wise direction

ϴ Extent of film

μ Absolute viscosity

γ Angle by which the boundary of pressure zone deviates from the line X= 0 and X= ϴ at 
beginning and at the end respectively

γ2
nm                  - αm

2 – ( K2 αm
2  +  βn

2)
αm mπ/ϴ

αi iπ/ϴ

βn    

βi    

Radial velocity of journal center

Circumferential velocity of the journal

 
                                                                    

 


